
INTRODUCTION

AMS, the manufacturing 
arm of a nutrition company, 
produces milk formulas to 
meet demand worldwide.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

AMS recognizes that the current state 
of its production processes could be 
further improved, which would lead to 
reduced cost.
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OBJECTIVE
To improve AMS’ production cost e�ciency by: 

1. Analyzing current production schedules and related data

2. Developing and solving a linear model to identify optimum lot 
size and production schedules that will minimize changeover 
and inventory costs

3. Identifying further recommendations for future use that would 
facilitate further improvements in cost e�ciency

DATA FILTERING

In preparation for the use of actual data on the model, production and shipping data 
from AMS’ SAP system is filtered to provide the Master Production Schedule (MPS) 
and the Master Arrival Schedule (MAS) respectively. The procedure below adheres to 
the assumptions used in the model.

1.  Remove unmatched batch numbers in shipping and production input to clean up 
incomplete information.

2.  Map material number (identifier in SAP) to SKU.

3.  Consolidate shipping and production data by month of posting date.

4.  Calculate total quantity produced/shipped per SKU (in lbs.) using the quantity (in 
eaches) and conversion factor.

5.  Summarize for every month to get MAS and MPS tables from SAP shipping and 
production data respectively.

PROCEDURE

Sample MPS, generated from SAP data.
Sample MAS is in a similar format.

Sample shipping data from SAP. Columns in green are manually-added calculations.
Sample production data is in a similar format.
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MODEL

BASE CASE
produce immediately

when demand is realized

CAMPAIGN WHEEL
fixed production pattern

MODEL
produce to minimize inventory

and changeover costs
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Changeover and Inventory Costs 
from Sample Data Set

Using a smaller set of data comprising 42 SKUs from 
4 di�erent product families, the result shows a trend 
of reasonable improvement. 

Inventory cost is expected to be lowest for base case, 
and will rise in return for fewer changeovers (as seen 
below). The optimal balance between inventory and 
changeover costs is achieved by the model.

VERIFICATION

With su�cient understanding of the production process, a 
mathematical model is then designed to identify the optimal 
production schedule and lot sizes, with the objective of the model 
set to minimize changeover and inventory costs.
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OBJECTIVE 
FUNCTION

CONSTRAINTS

1. Shelf life

2. Inventory balance

3. Production capacity

4. Dryer lower limit

5. Linking q with x

6. Linking x with F and z

7. Linking x with L and y

RESULTS (2015 DATA)

With the MAS and MPS tables generated for 
2015 from SAP, the linear model is then solved 
using AIMMS, and the calculated costs of the 
model output and SAP output compared.

The model achieves 
significant savings in 
both inventory and 
changeover costs.

The table shows the 
breakdown of savings 
of the components.

The sensitivity of the model to changes in the unit holding 
cost and the standard changeover costs by ±20% is 
summarized below.

CURRENT
PRODUCTION

calculated from SAP data

MODEL
OUTPUT

$5,888,836.42

$3,355,170.18
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Changeover and Inventory Costs 
for Demand Fulfillment in 2015

Inventory Cost

Changeover Cost

Total

SAVINGS

45.2%

40.7%

43.0%

Summary of Cost Savings for 
Demand Fulfillment in 2015

APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS

The 2016 forecasted demand (MAS) is obtained from 
the parent company’s logistics management centre, 
parsed with VBA, and fed into the model.

* A VBA macro will 
manipulate the MAS table 
to generate other sheets 
necessary for AIMMS to 
run.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Phase
Iterations
Nodes
Best LP Bound
Best Solution
Solving Time
Program Status
Solver Status

Model Type
Direction

SOLVER

: MIP
: minimize

: GUROBI 6.5
: Postsolving
: 1090485
: 4243
: 6667182.373
: 6711562.364
: 1952.92 sec
: Optimal
: Normal completion

(Left: 2196)
(Gap: 0.66%)
(Post: 6711562.364)
(Peak Mem: 235.4 Mb) 

UNIT INVENTORY
HOLDING COST

STANDARD
CHANGEOVER COST

100% ($3.36 M)

80%
($3.04 M)

$0.0152 120%
($3.68 M)

80%
($3.09 M)

$2,500 120%
($3.64 M)

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.  Where the model MPS disagrees with the current MPS, 
AMS production planners can override and adjust the 
production pattern with reference to the model MPS.

2.  AMS can recommend customers to shift orders earlier 
or later, based on the production pressure for a given 
period.

3.  If the annual plant shutdown schedule is more flexible, 
the model can be adjusted to find the optimal shutdown 
period.

FUTURE WORK

1.  Develop a new model to find optimal production 
sequence

2.  Improve the current model to include time constraints 
of production

3.  Develop a centralized repository of information


